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Annotation. Purpose: determine the level of individual functionality referees qualifications. Objective of the study was 
to determine the physiological parameters characterizing the functionality of football referees qualifications. Material: 
mainly experiment involved 29 highly qualified referees aged 21-45 years. In the main experiment participated 29 
referees and 40 assistant referees (n = 69) Ukrainian Premier League. Results: found that the means and methods that 
use Ukrainian football referee high qualification in the special physical training for a competition, are not effective 
enough. Consequence of poorly planned training process is to increase the number of wrong decisions of the referees 
during the match associated with poor motor activity. Conclusions: data obtained in the course of educational research 
confirmed our theory about the necessity of individualization process special physical training qualifications of referees, 
which would entail increasing the functional and motor abilities of the referees, and as a consequence of better and 
successful completion of the work. 
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Introduction

1
  

Basing on recommendations of FIFA and UEFA we can say that physical training of football referees is of 
priority, especially when it concerns highly qualified referees.  

Recent time testing of referees’ special physical fitness takes place 4 times a season that helps for referees to 
maintain good physical form during all season and for managers of “Referees’ committee” receive information about 
their current condition.  

That is requirements to highly qualified referees’ physical fitness are constantly increasing; psychological 
indicators and theoretical level go after them [1, 6]. 

The problem of referees’ physical fitness was regarded in works by A.B. Abdula, A.D. Budgorskiy, K.L. 
Vikhrov, Yu.F. Kuznetsov, P.M. Kulalayev, A.N. Spirin, Yt.A. Turbin [1-7], et al. The works of the mentioned authors 
were oriented on training of referees of initial qualification or touched aspects of their psychological and theoretical 
levels. Special physical training of referees and its individualization was regarded by the authors only fragmentary or 
did not studied at all. In spite of the fact that all authors noted that it was the most important component in work of 
football referee.. That is why research of individualization of highly qualified football referees’ special physical training 
is urgent as on to day [1-3, 5, 7]. 

This research is a part of scientific-research work, which was fulfilled in compliance with combined plan of 
SRW in sphere of physical culture and sports for 2011-2015 by topic 2.3 “Scientific-methodic principles of perfection 
of football sportsmen’s training system considering specificities of competition functioning” (state registration number 
0111U001722 ). 

Purpose, tasks of the work, method and material of the research  

The purpose of the work is to theoretically and experimentally ground need in individualization of special 
physical training of highly qualified football referees.  

For solution of our task we used the following methods and organization of the research:  
1. Pedagogic studying, analysis and generalization of scientific methodic literature, pedagogic observation, photo 

and video recording of different game situations, questioning;  
2.  Statistical analysis of the results.  
Results of the research  

During all sport season highly qualified football referees take part in conducting of official competitions of 
country and cup championships as well as international matches (referees of FIFA category) [4]. 

Recent years, quantity of games, conducted by highly qualified referees within frames of all-Ukrainian 
competitions, has been remaining relatively unchanged [1]. 

In season of 2012-2013 in 239 matches of Ukrainian Supreme league there were engaged 26 referees; the 

most wanted referee of Supreme league judged 15 matches and mean indicators of matches per one referee was 

9.2. Having compared indicators of Ukrainian highly qualified referees with indicators of advanced European referees 
of 2012-2013 season we can surely say that domestic referees receive in season much less assignments for matches than 
referees from other countries. The highest load in season is endured by referees of England Supreme league; mean 
quantity of matches, conducted by one English referee in one season is 20 (see fig. 1) [8]. 

Such indicators are connected, first of all, with insufficient physical fitness of our referees that is a result of 
wrong approach to training process; football referee of high qualification shall be ready to long and tensed competition 
[3].  

If badly trained player can be replaced by other player in one match then referee cannot be replaced. High level 
of physical fitness shall be maintained by referee during all season, which takes 9 months [1]. 
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Fig.1. Comparative statistics of matches’ quantity during season, conducted by highly qualified  referees of Ukraine 

and advanced football championships of Europe  
(season 2012-2013.). 

 

 
Fig.2. Attitude of referees and referees’ assistants of Ukrainian Supreme League to individualization of special physical 

training  
 
Analysis of results of our pedagogic questioning of 29 referees and 40 referees’ assistants (n=69) (Supreme 

league of Ukraine) showed that 86.6% of referees feel, as a rule, significant physical tiredness after every match. 
Tensed matches noticeably influence on nervous muscular system and a number of functional indicators of referees [9]. 

Our questionnaire consisted of 16 questions, which were oriented on determination of factors, which, in opinion 
of referees, influence on effectiveness of special physical fitness and high level of functional state.  
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Besides, the questionnaire included question, determining referees’ and referees assistants’ attitude to 
individualization of special physical fitness on the base of individual peculiarities of development of their motion skills 
and functional potentials (see fig.2).  

93% of respondents answered this question positively. Only 7% have negative attitude to individualization ogf 
special physical training.  

Achieving and maintaining of high level of special physical fitness in process of practical refereeing during all 
season can surely facilitate both higher quality of refereeing and referee’s ability to cope with constantly increasing 
competition load [1, 3,  5, 6, 8]. 

The fulfilled by us researches in frames of video reviewing of refereeing, conducted by highly qualified referees 
permit to see not only quantitative picture of every 15-minutes’ period of match but also to determine distance at which 
referees take decisions about violation of rules and determine interconnection of special physical fitness and quantity of 
referees’ correct and wrong actions (see figs. 3, 4, 5).  
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Fig.3 Mean distance from referee to place of rule’s violation (differentiated by 15 minutes’ periods) (in meters)  

 
Having analyzed the data of supplied above figures we can see noticeable trend to increasing of mistakes with 

increasing of distance from referee’s position to match’s episode at moment of taking of decision.  
Basing on all received in the course of our pedagogic researches data we can make definite conclusions that all 

means and methods, which are used by highly qualified referees in process of special physical training for com,petitions 
are not sufficiently effective that results in refereeing with insufficient quality.  
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meters

minutes 
Fig.4. Mean quantity of referees’ wrong decisions on interpretation of rules and on  stoppages of match (differentiated 

by 15 minutes’ periods)  
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Fig.5. Mean quantity of violations, not noticed by referee (differentiated by 15 minutes’ periods)  

 
Conclusions:  

Modern football requires from referee’s special physical fitness high standards that are witnessed by results of 
our researches; see below brief conclusions.  

With the help of pedagogic questioning, in which 29 referees and 40 referees’ assistants of Ukrainian Supreme 
league took part, we determined that highly qualified referees apply in training process quite different methodic and 
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programs, oriented on perfection of general and special physical fitness. Personal experience and self feeling of referees 
were the basis of planning of their trainings loads.  

93% of respondents (n=69) noted that individualization of special physical training of highly qualified referees 
on the base of development of their motion abilities and functional potentials is required.  

All received in pedagogic researches data proved our theory about demand in individualization of special 
physical training of highly qualified referees that will result in increasing of referees’ functional potentials and, 
consequently, fulfillment of their work with higher quality.  

The next stage of our research will be preparation of individual programs on special physical training of highly 
qualified referees.  
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